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FOREWORD

Music edueat@rs
musicians

in BBhools of College level and

in the higher professional

reeegnized,

in a large majority

able lack of adequate
Gften this results,

ranks have long

of students,

preparation

a deplor-

in Music Theory. TOG

as a natural

sequence,

in a retard-

ed development

of the musioal pewer which might normal-

ly be expected

as being compatible

with the individual's

innate musical

aptitude,

and current opportu-

nity.

SUch retardation

of the areas

creative

of musical

may be evidenced
activity

effort, pedagogy,

icolog1cal

in any er all

such as performanoe,

or any 0f the phases ef mus-

import.

The present
oonviction

interest,

study grew out of the writer's

of the need for a thorough

comprehension

Mus1c Theory fer a well r-eunded mus1cianship
field 0f musical

endeavor.

More specifically

i1

own

:i.nany
1t was

Qf

undertaken

to polnt out the need for more adequate

preparation,
Secondary
enrell

through

schools,

the study of Muslc Theory

by those students who intend to

in a Collegiate

a major portion

Music School;

@f the curriculum

ls made up of courses
proof that Secondary

te show that

of such a school

ln Music Theory;

and to offer

sche.ls on the whQle do not

meet the need of the student by providing
training

in these subjects

an extensive

The writer wishes

Guidance

counselor,

generous

cooperation

Collegiate

S0

gener-

J@rdan Oon-

by Mr. Gene Chenoweth,

Jordan Oonservatory;

and the

of the Theory Faculties

Music Schools

of the

of Jordan Conservatory,

diana University,

Depauw University,

Teachers

wlthout

College,

learning.

chairma.n of the Grad-

and the Theory Department,

the ald rendered

such

with gra.teful

counsel given

ously by Doctor Norman Phelps,

servatory;

of higher

to acknowledge

the invaluable

uate Division

sufficient

which will 0ceupy

part of hls program

appreciation

ln

and Ball State

whose help this survey

could not have been made.
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T.BE ADEQUAOY OF MUS:IC THEORY
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
AS.. APPLIED

TO OOLLEGIATE MUSIC STUDY

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The current

trend in music education

to make the aquisiticln of knowledge,
chievements
eV1denced

as painless
to greatly

ment to be derived

oeded that an important

the pleasure

function

presupposes

creation,

listening,

to insure

such experiences

is

and enjoyWhile

factor and it must be con-

vide this service for humanity,

and musical

A tendency

fram the study of music.

this is a most commendable

of this function

sk.llls, and a-

as is poss:1ble.

emphasize

seems to be

of music is to prothe very recognition

an artistry

or scholarship

of such quality as

to peoples

appetites.

0.)

of performance,

of various

tastes

, I

i

2

The schQlar finds-that
knowledge

the aquisition

of musical

and skills, as is true of all artistic

intellectual

endeavor,

and

is a long, tedious, and arduous

process.

There is no short cut to proficiency.

naturally

follows that if music is to reach and to

maintain

a high level in our civilization

are to experience

musical

ceeding generations,

growth in our own and suc-

musicianship

of a caliber to in-

of music and musical experiences

a stature and worth sufficient
If individuals

and if we

w~ must develop in a sufficient

number of individuals
eure the creation

It

to endure and to grow.

who prove to have the necessary

tudes and interests

for achievements

ven early opportunity
extent of realizing

of

to capitalize

apti-

in music ~re giupon them to the

maximum accomplishments

compatible

with them, this may be accomplished.
Realization
too frequently

cannot come as long as the attitude,
prevalent,

from those subjects
demiC, the abstract,
endure.

which tends to shy away

in music which smack of the acaor the SCientific,

Many contemporary

is allowed

music teachers,

those who plan the study programs

to

as well as

for young musicians

3

seem to have a very real -dread of Theoretical
and a genuine

fear that pursuit

lessen or to destroy

subjects

of them w0uld tend to

the interest

of the student in

music ..
Perhaps

the casual or mediocre

the Secondary
Theoretical

music student in

school h~s no real need nor desire for

music study.

H0wever,

Sehool is the agent which prepares

since the High
the student for

further

study at a higher level, it does not seem ill-

advised

to expect provision

in the curriculum

for those

who intend to pursue a Major in Music in College,
to attend a Collegiate

or

Music School ..

The writer intends to show in this study that the
program

of the average

vide such training

Secondary

school does not pro-

in Theory as is sufficient

the needs of those students who matriculate
of higher

learning

cators, professional
ative writers

to prepare

into schools

for careers as music edu-

musicians,

mUSicologists,

of music; and that a majority

dents Boon become painfully

to meet

or cre-

of these stu-

aware of their laok of pre-

paration ... In many cases this results in feelings of
insecurity,

inferiority,

discouragement,

or frustration

4

which may result in limitation
opment of the student's
pacity.
withdrawal

of maturation

and devel-

latent power and potential

ca-

In extreme eases the result has been a complete
from musical activity

by individuals

who

might have had much to contribute.

DEFINITION OF TERMS:
Interpretations

of the term "Music Theory" differ,

and schools vary in the designation
which they consider

of those subjects

to fall under the division

of Theory.

There are those who hold to the idea that the term refers
to all of the academic
the thought processes
tional processes.

or intellectual

aspect of music,

as opposed to the physical

or emo-

Using this as a criterion, any stu-

dent who has an accurate
and interpretation

mental conoept ef the reading

of musical

have some knowledge

symbols can be said to

of Music Theory_

The encyclopaed1a1

defines Music Theory as the "Science of Composition,
cluding Harmony,
mentation,

1.

Fugue.

and related

The Mac Millan

The Mac Millan

Canon, Form, Analysis,
subjects."

Encyclopaedia

in-

Instru-

I

of Music and Musicians,

Go., New York, 1938, p.1851

5

TABLE I
COURSES· DESIGNATED "THEORY" BY THE SOHOOLS USED IN STUDY

ARTHUR JORDAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC:L
Harmony and Keyboard
Composition
Ear Training
Orchestratien
Conducting and Score Reading
Music Literature
CounterpQint
Form and Analysis
Fugue
Music History
Canon
Musicology
..3

INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Harmomy
Arranging
Ear Training
Orchestrati(Jm
Notation and Calligraphy
Keyboard Harmony
Counterpoint
Composition
Fugue
Interpretation

DEPAUW UNIVERS:ITY SCHOOL OF MUS.IC 1Harmony
Music History and Literature
Ear Training
Piano Sight Playing
CounterpOint
Teaohing of Piano
Keyboard Harmony
Diction in Singing
Appreoiation
Sbhool Music Educ. Methods
Composition
School Musio Educ. Techniques
Orchestration and Conduoting Church Music

BALL STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, MUSIC,b--'
HS.rmony
Arranging
Sight Singing and Dictation
Orchestration
Literature of Music
Conducting
CounterpOint
History
Appreciation
Form and Analysis

~Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music Bulletin,
vol. XVI, no. 1, 1948-1949
$ Indiana Uni ver-s i,ty School of Music Bulletin,
vol. XLVI, no. 17, 1948-1949
1 Depauw University Bulletin, School of Music,
vol. 35, no. 3, 1948-1949
!J- Ball State Teachers C(!)llege
Bulletin, Music,
Vol. XXIII, no. 3, 1948-1949
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PROBLEM:
1. - Does an actual need exist among underclassmen

of

CG>llegiate Music Sohools for a more thorough
background
foregoing

and more adequate
divisions

2. - Are the students

preparation

in the

of Theery?

enrolled

in Theory courses in

CGllegiate

Music Schools aware of an inadequate

background

or lack of preparation

3. - Does a feeling ~f insecurity
frustration

for them?

or some degree of

exist as a result of such awareness?

4. - Do the High S-C~h001sembraoe a pr-ogr-amwhich insures adequate
into Collegiate

preparation

for matriculation

Music S.chools?

The scope of this study will be confined
state of Indiana.

to the

{

"_.'

7

METHOD:
1. - A survey was made of the requirements
for the various
00llegiate

degrees granted by representative

Music achools.

2. - A survey was made of the background
quired prior to matriculation

olasses of the schools.

in music ac-

into these Colleg-

iate Music Schools by underclassmen
Theory

in Theory

enrolled in

The questionnaires

which were used also aimed to ascertain
dividual's

own attitude

concerning

training

he had received

rellment

in hie Colleg1ate

the amount of

in Theory prior to enschool.

3. - A survey was made of the music programs
0rated

the in-

into the curricula

lncorp-

of representative

High Schools.

4. - Averages

were computedj

average requirements

were

checked against average training in Theory offered to and acquired

5. - Attitudes

by the students.

of the students were listed.

8

SOUROE OF DATA:
The four Collegiate
ing most nearly
1. - Arthur
highly

Music Schools chosen as be-

representative

of Indiana Colleges

Jordan Conservatory
specialized

of Music, a non~profit,

music school, affiliated

Butler University,

were:

with

and located at Indianapolis,

Indiana.
2. - Indiana University,

endowed by the state, officially

the State University
School

of Indiana, head of the Public

System of Indiana,

and located at Bloomington,

Indiana.

3. - Depauw University,
the Methodists,
Gr~encastle,

Liberal Arts College,

privately

school,

College,

supported

by the State Teachers
grees in Education
graduates

endowed, and located at

Indiana.

4. - Ball State Teachers
training

founded by

a specialized

teacher-

by the State, controlled

Oollege Board, bestowing

with special training

to hold. positions

de-

qualifying

as "special" music teach-

ers and 8upervis"Ore of music in the Fublic Schools,
and located at Muncie,

Indiana.

9

Examination

was made of the prescribed

courses

of study at these schools in order to determine
mount of Theoretical
degrees

courses required for the various

by these schools.

Questionnaires
seventy-nine

were submitted

underclassmen

attending

to one-hundred

the musical
entering

dents' attitudes
Theory studied
Pertinent
data obtained

and to endeavor to discover the stutoward and evaluation

information

throughout

1948 school year.

gathered

was sifted and compiled from

from the files of the Graduate
concerning

as evidenced

those stUdents

School at

the extent of the music

from the curricula

of fifty High

the state of Indiana for the 1947This would seem to be the year when

who are now College Freshmen would have

from High Sohool.

The data in question was

by Mr. Paul Sawyer to be used in the prepar-

ation of a ThesiS submitted
0f Music

of the amount of

in High School or prior to matriculation.

Jordan Conservatory

graduated

the extent of

training which they ha.d received prior to

College,

programs

and

Theory classes in

these same schools in order to determine

Schools

the a-

in Eduoation

Thirty

toward a degree of Master

at Jordan Conservatory

in 1948.

schools were selected by the writer as be-

ing most truly representative

of Indiana High Schools.

10

These

schools

southern

were from the northern,

parts

of the state, respectively~

tal enrollments
to fourteen

central,

ranged

hundred

from one.hundred

and

their to-

and twenty-one

students.

LIMITATIONS:
Only
sideration
portion

of the fifty High Schools under con-

offered

Majors

to distribute

only two in the northern

them in the central
more courses
in schools

concentration

evenly geographpart of

part, and eight of

it would seem to in-

of training

in Theory at

area of the state.

in thiS area might be expected

Col-

to draw

from the group of students with some pre-

preparation.

This would be particularly

of the city of Indianapolis
of Theoretical
ricula

It was

seems almost non-existent

in Music,

level in the central

schools

that

Since these schools offer

which

with no Major

more heavily
college

portion.

in Theory,

a heavier

Secondary
legiate

these schools

schools.

since five of them were in the southern

the state,

dicate

in Music, which limited

of the study to those specific

impossible
ically

fifteen

subjects

of High Schools

true

where a high preponderance

are included

in the music

in the city system.

cur-

11

In measuring
classmen,

the attitudes

one must consider

of Collegiate

that these students

ly have had time to find themselves,
initely

into the niche

peculiar

talents

time to evaluate
place

which

ments,

including

forming

groups

eVitable,
ments

and interests.

or to settle def-

Neither have they had

what they have done in relation

in the training
voice,

will be heavily

upon musical

weighted.

instruin per-

This is in-

studied upon several

and taken part in several performing

instru-

groups

This does not mean that these students

a proportionately
struments

to the

occupy.

and in partiCipation

since many have

currently.

scarce-

in music best fitted to their

they will eventually

The findings

Under-

greater

conspent

a.mount of time upon their in-

than those who have concentrated

upon only

one or two.

OTHER STUDIES:
As far as the writer
Similar

is aware,

study made in this specific

there has been no
field to date.

12

SlJM11ARY:

It has been said that music occupies an authentic
and important
experience;

place in providing

that educators

~f the fact that musical
are dependent

Schools

experiences

designa.ted to do

instruction

to preinto a

so long as they are the agents

80.

In recognition

of this, the writer,

imposed by the conditions

ated, will endeavor
the pr0blem.

that aecondary

the student whQ will matriculate

Cellegla.te Music School

limitations

of musician-

for the need of the student

with a bent for music, a.nd provide
pa.re adequately

of high caliber

quantity

high quality;

should provide

of human

cannot afford to lose sight

upon a sufficient

ship of' suffioiently

enrichment

rea.lizing the

already enumer-

to answer the questions

proposed

in

13

OHAPTER II
THEORY IN RElATION
STUDENTS:AT

JORDAN CONSERVATORY

An examination
Conservatory

of the curriculum

of Musiczwill

dent must necessarily
with the pr~blems

TO FRESIDIlAN

of the Jordan

show that the Freshman

stu-

be concerned

in no small degree

of MusiC Theory.

The time which he

must spend in courses listed under this category will
range from the twenty-four
the degree of Bachelor
by Butler University
atory,

to forty.six

degree of Bachelor

semester hours required for

of Arts with Music Major, given

in conjuction

with Jordan Conserv-

hours of Theory required for the
of Music with Major in CompOSition,

,bestowed by the Conservatory.

--.-~-------------.-----------of Music Bulletin,

~Arthur Jordan Conservatory
vol. XVI, no. 1, 1948-1949

14

Fifteen
forty.five

percent

percent

of the total number of hours and

of the hours of music required for

the degree of Bachelor
be obtained
minimum

of Arts with Major in Music must

in Music Theory.

requirement

Thirty-five

in Theory.

percent,

t0tal hours required,

This degree

or more than one-third of the

and forty-eight

hours ~f music required
Music with Major

This degree carries the

percent of the

for the degree of Bachelor of

in Composition

must be had in Theory.

carries the maximum requirement

The mean percent
in all branches

of Theory required

is forty-one

in Theory_

for students

and three-tenths

percent

of the total hours ,.of music required.
The mean percent

1s twenty_five

of Theory required

percent

of the total hours required.

ThUS, an insufficient

preparation

in which much of the material
erceptive

background

terminology,
student

in all branches

in this field

used presupposes

of Theoretical

an ap-

techniques and

may well impose a real handicap upon the

in these courses which will compose a very

large section of his work in Oollegiate music study.
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TABL.'t II
REQUIREMENTS

FOR· DEGREES Arf

EXj'RE~SElJ

JORDAN CONSERVATORY

IN l"ERCENl'AGBS

B"M,,· fi B.M.
H.M. l g.M: I B.M.' A;B~
Orches.! Organ' Piano' V~ice' Music· Music
sition' Instr. • Major' Major' Major' Educl~ Maj~r
Ma .10. r 'Ma.lor
"
!
"
, Major I
B.M.'

Compo-'

~~;;========~":-==~==~"-====~-.=~~~~~~~'~=-=-=-=-=-=-~'=~~~--~'---.--~~-------Total
Hours

128

135

132

40

42

67

88

,

=
Hours 1n
non- music
CQurses

-

126

..-----_.

--1..

-..,.-

_

Peroent of
total
hra. ,
s" ., . -·~5-.._,
Hours 1n
performance

16;;.__

Percent Qf
tota.lhra.
*g.~...
£!""!'G
II

13

I
221, ~, ?~%
!Soc

f

I

HOTJR.S OF

46

35%' 27%

.

~~.~~

.. c

Total hrs.
of music
of
total hra.

Percent

34

f

:;4

I

,

I

34

3~

27% I,

25% •I

28

20

I

;Percent of
total hre.
6

f

t

THEORY

.

•

.J

AE!::tt1

P.2i ~).

96

•

\-tl

.::'!'!I'"~j':::."":!"lii::::""'::::.-~.=.

•

-. __ 86

'

27%

,

20.7~
,

l5%

-;:::;::;::::r.:~;:;;;~~::e:::::::=::::::i"=:::::::::::::=i==::::::::;:===+====:::::;::::::==
::::;r:~;.....",~..:...;; ..._.-;;;;:r:~~.
86

,

J

86 '

•

86

44

68

,

39% I 39% : 37% • 42.6~
of music
48%' 39%
,
I
~~ory
,
I :
I
in Theory hours
required
hours
Average percen~
total
Average percent of music hours required in Theory hours

,

2~I'
0 €)97

45%

--

;;:e

25%
4-1.3%
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A questionnaire
at Jordan

submitted

Conservatory

revealed

from a group of seventy-one,

to Freshman

students

that thirty students,

had received

some previ-

ous training

in Music Theory in High School.

one students

from the same group had reoeived no train·

in Music

Theory

in S$condary

Forty-

schools.

TABLE III
INSTRUCTION IN THEORY COURSES AT SECONDARY SCHOOLS
RECEIVED BY FRESHMAN STUDENTS AT JORDAN CONSERVATORY
, Number of' Percent
• students ' of group
Study in Theory
courses in H.S.
No Theory
courses in H.S.

42%

30
41

Forty-two percent of the group received
in Theory courses in High School.

8

58%

1

som~ training

Fifty-eight percent of the group received no training
in Theory courses in High School.
The percent
ing at Secondary

of students who had received some trainlevel proved to be oonsiderably

than the oorresponding
Schools

groups from the Collegiate Music

to be considered

This would

higher

in the remainder

seem to justify the premise

of the study.

that a Collegiate

17

Sohool

of Music

Indianapolis

would

s@me previous
ty-four

geographically

draw more heavily

training

percent

train1ng

situated

in Theory

of the Freshmen

in Ind1anap@l1s

in the city of

from students with

1n High School.

Twen-

at Jordan received

their

schools.

TABLE IV

AGGREGATE THEORY COURSES ATTENDED IN INDIANAPOLIS
HIGH S.cHOOLB.BY FRESHMAN S:TUDENTS AT JORDAN CONSERVATORY
Number

Name of School

of course.s availed of

Broadripple
Cr1sl?us_A.
ttucks

1

Howe

0

4

.

Manual
_."Shortr1dge
Technical
Wash1ngton
MEAN -

4

6
2
~
3.157 -------------------22

TOTAL -----------

Considering
highly

specialized

as a Music
located

also that Jordan Oonservatory

School

Mus1c

School,

for Butler

in Indianapo11s,

a.nd that it also serves

University

which 1s again

1t seems logical

ings for this group would be more heavily
for others

distributed

throughout

is a

that the findweighted

the state.

than

18

For the sake of convenience,
will be known

throughout

The group of forty-one
training

the study as "A" and "B."
frequencies

in Music Theory

designated

the two groups

as Group A;

with no previous

in High Schools will be
that one of thirty frequen-

cies with some study ef Music Theory in Secondary
schools as Group B.
one frequencies

The entire group of aeventy-

will be known as AB.

GROUP AB
When Table V is consulted,

it will be seen

that the entire group has spent an aggregate

time

of one-thousand,

(1,168)

semesters
Sidered

one-hundred

of study upon instruments.

as an 1nstrument

mean semesters
six-tenths

students

throughout

of instrument

(16.6) semesters

at first glance,
reconciled

and sixty-e1ght

were studying

concurrently.

the study.

The

study is sixteen and
of worke

seems inord1nately

when considering

Voice is con-

This figure,
high, but may be

that the majority

of the

upon several instruments

19
TABLE V
AGGREGATE TIME SPENT IN STUDY OF MUSIC BY GROUP AB
PRIOR TO ENTRANCE AT JORDAN CONSERVATORY

1,012

TABLE VI
MUSIC TRAINING WHICH GROUP AB RECEIVED IN HIGH SOHOOL

~=F.

~,__

Expressed

in semesters of work
Performing Groups

'Studv on Instruments

ITheory

20

Two-hundred
nineteen

and seventy-six

and five-tenths

struction

percent

upon instruments

(276) hours, or
(19.5%) of the in-

was reoeived in the

High Schools.

Only those who were registered

formal

in Instrument

courses

sidered;
tional

Instruction were con-

this does not take into account the addi-

coaching

Up<lIUinstruments

studied

outside

uction,

necessary

school.

instruments

which were being

This supplementary

instr-

for those members of performing

groups who lack Bufficient

occupies

in

to contribute

proficiency

upon their

to effective performance,

much of the time of the average High

School teacher.
The total time spent in participation
sic programs
thousand,
hours

of their various High Schools was one-

four-hundred

of work.

and eleven (1,411) semester

Of these, seven-hundred

three (763), or fifty-four

and ninety-one

and sixty-

and two-tenths percent

(54.2%) were spent in p'erf'ormlng
tWO-hundred

in mu-

instrumental

groups;

(291), or twenty and six-

tenths percent

(20.6%), were spent in performing

choral groups;

two-hundred

nineteen

and five-tenths

and seventy-six

percent

(276), or

(19.5%) were spent in

21

the lnstrument
hours,

study;

and only elghty ...
one semester

or flve and seven-tenths

The mean

semester

was sllghtly

under

hours

percent

of muslc

twenty;

in Theory.

study ln Hlgh School

the mean of lnstrument

(3.89)

study "las three and elghty-nlne-hundredths
mesters;

the mean performance

strumental
(10.75)

groups

semesters,

teen-hundredths

partlclpatlon

and ln choral groups four and flf-

(4.15) semesters;

the mean for Music

was one and fourteen-hundredths

ters.

These averages

were computed

group AB of seventy-one
those

frequencles

(1.14) semes-

from the entlre
(see Table VI),

shown in Table V were computed

those frequencles

ln In-

was ten and seventy-flve-hundredths

Theory

While

se-

falllng

wlthin

from only

each category.

TABLE VII
TIME SPENT

IN HIGH SCHOOL ~lUSIC BY GROUP AB

EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES
71 Frequencles

Instrumental,.

E£OU£_B___
54.2%

-ahoral
Instrument
g~r~o~u~p~s~~ ~s~tu~d~Y
20.6%

19.5%

Theory

r-

_
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When group A and group B are considered individually and a comparison made, as in Tables VIII and IX,
it becomes evident that group A has a consistent tendency toward increased activity in other areas of the
High School music program to compensate for the lack
of Theory.

This is particularly true of Choral groups

with a mean of nine (9)

in group A as against six and

seven-tenths (6.7) in group B.

TABLE VIII
TIME SPENT

IN HIGH S,CHOOL MUSIO BY GROUP A

EXPRESSED IN SEMESTERS
41 Frequencies
Instruction onrerformance
Was Tlie@ry
instruments
groups!:_vailable?
OutSide
lIn
Instrumental IChoral
yes~o
.
SCh, 00, 1 F. If s,c,
h, 001 F..
F.
1--=-__ .....=:F_.!.~l _
~22
1 22...23 ~'1 43-47
2
118-19 1 : 3 F. 38 F.
52···47 2 120-21 ;!O ~38-42 2
16-17
2 '"
~-ro;18
...19 . 0
~33-37
0
14-15 2 i,
-c

2~-27
28-3.2

0 i"lb-17
0
2 114-150

28-32
23-27

0
0

12-13
,10-11

i3 \
2

.
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TABLE IX

TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP B
EXPRESSED IN SEMES'TmS
30 Frequencies

Comparison

may also be made on a percentage

basis.

TABLE X
TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL IvlUSICBY GROUP A

EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES
_ 41 Freguencies
Instrumental

;Choral
groups

s.royp _
55•.3~·

study on
'instrument

25.7%

Had opportunity
,for Theor~ in H.S.

19%

7.5%

TABLE XI
TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP B
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES
30 Frequencies

"TnlrtrUlliehtal
~u~s

52.3

-

--;Cl1oral
;grou~s

13. %

Stutty On
instrument

------,---"---=20 • 3 5%

/Theory
1

13.75%
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The tendency

te substitute

Theory is not available

choral work where

is clearly shown in the fore-

going tables VIII, IX, X, and XI.
Three of the students
portunity

in group A had some op-

for study of Music Theory in High School.

Of the three who failed to take advantage
commented

of it, one

that High School teachers should stress the

need of it for those pupils who were known to have
intent to attend a. Collegia.te Music School.
from the entire group, AB, when questioned,

Fifteen

felt their background
their needs.

Eleven

in Theory entirely adequate for
of these were from group B.

TWo

of the four who were from group A had reoeived private training

in Theory.

saw no need for training
triculation

Of the remaining

in Music Theory prior t~ ma-

into a Collegiate

ther considered

two, ene

Music School, the o-

his very lack of formal training an

asset.
It seems significant
who felt completely
minimum

secure in group B had reoeived a

0f two semesters

ently, Harmony

that all ef the eleven students

of work in Harmony_

plays an important

ing of security.

Appar-

role in this feel-

25

TABLE XII
ATTITUDE

OF GROUP B IN RELATION TO BACKGROUND
IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC THEORY

Student
evaluation
F.
...------

-_.

.

-_

reciation

..

Considered

'

i, M I'M'

M.

'

it adequate, 11 ,27 12.45
5
.45
=-:--;;-;-----f-- --++---}---+---f-:-Fe-I t some" !
lns~y!,l ty.-b.-!9_j. __
3!__J1.6
11

.LQ§_1

~-'''''''.... I

The mean of 2.45 semesters
background

adequate

Music
I'orchesHlstorytratlon

-rid

!

2 :.18

•

I

0

ill

0

2

:

.11 :2 : .15

;--+t.--+-

of Harmony for those who feel

as against

1.6 semesters of Harmony

for those who express'..
some degree of insecurity would seem
to make it a significant

factor in the feeling of security.

TABLE XIII
ATTITUDE

OF GROUP B IN RELATION Ira TOTAL MUSIC THEORY
COURSES STUDIED IN H.S$

26

Ninety
with

percent

of group A expreased

their background

ings of "great
ably~

in Music

Theory ranging

anxiety'! to "not enough

Ninety-two

and five-tenth~of

A had no opportunity

dissatisfaction

to study Music

from feel-

to keep up comfort-

the students
Theory

in group

in High School.

TABLE XIV

OPPORTUNITY
STUDY

OF GROUP A FOR MUSIC THEORY
COURSESc IN HIGH SCHOOL

==F=.•=:t,=.=o::p=~=o=r=t=u=n=i=t~Y=f=o=r=s=t=u=d~Y~i=N=o=o:::p~p=o=r=t=un=i
tY for stY.9:L
41

:

3

38

7.5%

92.5%

n

.:

SUMMARY
Twenty

hours,

from a total of one-hundred

thirty ...
two s:emeSter hours,

in Theory

is the minimum

for a degree bestowed

Arthur

Jordan

requirement
Conservatory

gree of Bachelor
given

of Music.

of Arts with Major

in oonjunction

with Butler

oourses

and
in music,
by

This 1s the dein Music,

University.

and is

27

Forty-eix
one-hundred

hours of Music Theory,

and thirty-one

imum requirement
servatory

The minimum
required

in Music

semester hours, 1s the max-

for a degree bestowed by Jordan Con-

of Music.

Music with Major

This is the degree of Bachelor of

in Composition.
percentage
Theory

teen and three-tenths

of total hours which is

for anyone

percent

imum 11 thirty ...
five percent
centage

of Music

Theory,

degree is fif-

(15.3%); and the max-

(35%).

computed

stowed by the Conservatory
percent

from a total of

The avera.ge perfrom a.ll degrees be-

in music, is twenty-five

(25%) of the total hours required

for a

degree.
A survey

of seventy-one

dan Conservatory
them had received
in High School.
the group.

any previous

training in Music Theory

This was forty-two

percent

Only five and seven-tenths

(42%) of

percent

(5.7%:) of

in High School by this group

in the study of Music Theory.

the group was one and fourteenter hours

at Jor-

of lllJ:usic
reveal:ec.that enly thirty of

the total study of mu~ic
was spent

FreshmanB~udents

of Music Theory.

The mean for

hundredths

(1.14) semes-

28

Music
School

Theory

to ninety-two

of the students
have
study

had not been available

questioned

had no previous
in Secondary
Where

Theory

was a tendency

and five-tenths

in High

percent

(92.5%)

and who had been found to

training

in this area of music

schools.
had not been available,

evidenced

to substitue

there

choral parti-

cipation.
Fifty-six
expressed

of the seventy-one

varying

degrees

background

in Music

to acquire

prior

Eleven
isfaction

in the Oonservatory.
students who expressed

their background

had received

age of two and forty_flve-one-hundreths
in Harmony

Two of the remaining
their background
their needs

with the

Theory which they had been able

to entrance

ters of instruction

questioned

of dissatifaction

of the fifteen

with

students

in Music

had received

an aver-

(2e45) semes-

at High Schoole

four students who felt
Theory was adequate

private

instruction

for
in

Harmony.
Harmony
the most

would

eignificant

of security

seem to be the course which is
faotor

in relation

sic at Jordan

in providing

to Theoretical

Oonservatory.

sat-

a feeling

study of Mu-

',

.. "

i
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CHAPTER III
THEORY IN RELATION
STUDENTS ..AT INDIANA

An examination

TO UNDERCIASSMAN

UNIVERSrry

SOHOOL OF MUSIC

of the curriculum

of the Indiana

;J.,

University

School

classman

student

ry much

ooncerned

The time which
school

Arts

with

he will

the problems
spend

will

be ve-

of Music ~heory.

in courses which this

the catagories

required

Major

ory required
Major

with

Literature

hours

will show that the Under-

in this school must likewise

lists under

and Music
mester

of Music

of Musio Theory ~

r-ange from twenty-five

for the degree of Bachelor

in Music

to sixty-seven

for the degree

of Bachelor

seof

hours of Theof Musio with

in Composition.

~Degree plans for va.rious degrees obtained from
files at Office of Dean of School of Music, Indiana
University,
1948-1949
,_,
See Table I, pa.ge5
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TABLE

XV

REQUIREr.vlENTS_FOR DEGREES AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC - EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES

_____ .

~S,~e,=mester
hours required

: B• M• lB.

Me

, B • M•

f

B. M.

lB.

M. , B. M.

lB.

M. lB. M.

lA. B •

iOomPG-IMusiITheorylOrganIPianoJOrch-,'VolceIMuaic
Mu,81tionlcolegy'
I
,estra11
lEduc. sic
I
I
I
IInst.~.,
I
IMa1.

Semester
Hours
Total
hours

t

-----~--

134

134:

I

.....
J:::

Non-music
Courses
Pereent

•
,"31

134
I

_.. t
46 ~

f 34.3%!

,23.1%

.-

1

-

Lt.

.

45

134 t 134 : 134 : 134

134
21 ~

134

-

t

_ _5g_
99
17.9%, 17 .1%f3ff~lr%t73.9%
24.

28,

33. 5%i15.6%'2Q.8%~

liT

•

~

22

r-

=

,

Applied
Music
Percent

%
"t'

62%
Average
Average

percent
percent

• 58.8%'.
of Tneory hours in total hours
of Theory hours in total music

Eighteen

and six-tenths

hours, and seventy-one
music required
MUSic,

35

I

peroent of the total number of

and four-tenths

for the Baohelor

must be obtained

peroent of the hours ·of

of Arts degree with Major in

in Music Theory.

This degree has

31

-the minimum

requirement

Fifty percent,
tal number

in~heory.

or exactly

of hours required,

of Music with Major

obtained
maximum

in Music

Theory~

requirement

for the degree of Ba-

in Composition,

seven and five-tenths
required.

quired
percent

of Theory required

number

percent

computed

It seems evident
need some aperceptive

for stu-

is forty-

of the total hours of
of Theory re-

upon the basis of the total
for a degree.

that the stUdent here would
background,

his entry into the Music

be used

the

and seventy-five-hundredths

of hours required

techniques

School

The mean percent

1s thirty-three
when

must be

This degree carries

in all areas of the MUSic

mUsic

percent

in Theory.

The mean percent
dents

of the to-

and sixty-five

of the hours of music required
chelor

one-half

and acquaint

School,

required

prior to

to equip him with

him with the terminology

to

in the work which he must do in this field

Which will
iate study.

encompass

80

wide an area of his Colleg-
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A questionnaire
more students
revealed

submitted

at the Indiana

to Freshman

University

that only six students,

two who were

enrolled

had received

any previmus

High Sehool.

Twenty-six

had received

in Theory

no similar

and Sopho-

Sbhool of Music

from a group of thirtyclasses at the school,

training
students

in Music Theory

in

from the same group

training.

TABLE XVI
MUS,IC THEORY STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL BY UNDERCLASSMAN
S.TUDENTS OF INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOHOOL OF MUSIO

,

I

I

~..~ :

I
I
I
I
I

Studied Theory
in High School
NQ Theory
in High &ehool
Nineteen
in Music

I Percent
Number
gf student~ of greup
6

19%

26

81%

percent of the group had received
Theory in High School.

some training

Eighty-one pereent of the group had received
in Music Theory in High School.
Two had reoeived
High Schools,
Martinsville

their training

one in Richmond
High School.

cated in the central

no training

in Indianapolis

High Boho oL, and one in

All of these schools are 10-

area of the state.
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The twenty-six

frequencies

with no previous

study of Music The9ry in High School will be designated as Group A, the six with some Secondary
as Group B, and the entire thirty-two

study

frequencies

as

Group AB.

GROUP AB
Reference

to Table XVII will show that this

group has spent an aggregate
and forty-nine
instruments.

(449) semester hours of study upon
The mean is fourteen

As in the previous
plained

time of four-hundred

(14) semesters.

study, the high figure is ex-

by the concurrent

ments by individual

study of several instru-

students.

S.ixtY..five hours, or fourteen and six-tenths
percent

of the work was done in High SchGolsG

does not include supplementary

coaching upon instru-

ments being studied outSide school.
in High School performing
and ninety-two
seven-tenths

This

Participation

groups totaled two-hundred

semester hours, or seventy-eight

percent

and

(78.7%) of the total High School

music program.

JORDAN COLLEGE. OF MUSle
.

o

t)

0 - ",-1
_ ~
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TABLE XVII
AGGREGATE STUDY OF MUS~C, BY GROUP AB PRIOR TO
ENTRANCE AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Semesters of work
Instruction on Instruments
llPerforming Groups
;1Jrh-.o'l"v
Total
Outside, ,",In
t Instru.., OhoralTheory
time
school ~__~ schoOl_-:-,
mental r--;l-F=
F.
riO'"
F.• t
Fl.
IF.
29-31
1, 26-28
2~ 9-10 '1 r 15-16 1 11-12 2 4 .a,
2~2a
2 23-25
4~ 7 8
4! 13-14 0
9-10
1~3
0
2~~0:22~25
,
4 20.22
3!i 5 6
f'fl1-12
5t--'l=ll'
3 2 ~
3 17-19
1~ 3-4
'3T 9-10 2 t "5- 6 ,5' 1 2
2
17-;1.9
1 14-16
4') 1-2
3T 7-8
5"3-4
II 41'-'
---1--14-16
4, 11-13
2 !;
r5'-6
-5
1-2 '1 4
11-13
2
8-10
8~1
3~4
4. __ ,l---'~10
8:_ 5-I.--~2;~!":----~~~------+-~------+--T--4r-w

~:I~~~~~L-6_:~'~

F'~32Total 449
Semesters
M 14

~L-_~

II

,22

-12:

30

'fota1

.t

384

65

181

M 12.7

M 5.4

M

8.2

-12

.L_

6

111

14

M 5.8

M 2.3

These averages were computed from only those frequencies falling within each category.

TABLE XVIII
AREAS OF MUSIC TRAINING RECEIVED IN HIGH SCHOOL
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES BASED ON ENTIRE GROUP AB
Semesters of work
32 .
Mean
UI
Percent I'
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Of the total of three-hundred
(371) semester
School

hours of music included

programs

of AB, one-hundred

or thirty percent
forming

groups.,

One-hundred

in instrumental
Fourteen

Theory.

in the High

and eleven (Ill),

(30%), were spent in choral perThe me~n was 3.5 semester hoursc
and eighty-one

eight and seven-tenths

percent

and seventy-one

percent

groups.

(181), or forty(48.7%), were spent

The mean was 5.7 semesters.

(14) hours, or three and seven-tenths

(3.7%'), were spent in the study of Music
The mean for theocr ~

These averages,

in T~ble XVIII, were computed

from the entire thirty-two
in Table XVII were computed
cies falling

within

.44 ~~m~sters.

frequencies

of AB. Those

only from those frequen-

their specific

categories.

When Group A and Group B are considered individually and compared,

as in Tables XIX and XX, we do

not get the same picture as in the previouS study.
Those

students

were denied

in Jordan Conservatory

the opportunity

ory in High School

of Music who

for study of Music The~

showed a consistent

tendency to

36

increase
School

activities

in all other areas of the High

music program.

versity

School

proportion

The students at Indiana Uni-

of Music

o~ semester

that ~f Performance

in Group B showed a higher
hours in every area except

groups.,

Here, however, as in

the case of the other school, there was the same tendency

to substitute

was not available.
and XXII which
dent's

choral work where Music Theory
This may be seen in Tables XXI

show the distribution

music activities

of the stu-

in percentages.

TABI$ XIX

TIME SPENT

IN HIGH SOHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP A
IN SEMES TERS

EXPRESSED

26 Frequencies
Instruction on ~Performance groups
instruments. F.~ Instrumental F.Choral
9-10
1
15...16
,1 i 11-12
7-8
5-6

3-4
1-2

I 1
!I 13-14
W ~ 11-12
1. H- 9-10
I 3 I, 7-8

W
:

:,; 5...6

-------+1, --. i3-4

Total F.

M 1.9

9

0

i

3 •
1
I)

It:)·

--r3~~
18

9-10_-l-~1;__~.jf.i
_ _....5._--=2=-1_
7-8 __ '-"-;;;;'--Hll

---s:b

i
~

1

I Was Theory
F.~. available?
1
t
ves
no

3-4
1~

j:

.,
i :

;I _
t

~l
!

I

--:.,,__...z..,1~L6-.
---

M 3.6
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.xx

T 1MB S~
BlENT I~ HIGHTABLE
SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP B
EXP'RESSED

Semesters

IN

SE]lIESTERS

---~------~___.----

of work

..

(F. 6)

Thesein the! es were oOmPuted from the frequencies whioh fell
Wlth aVerag
r specific categories.

TABLE XXI
T[ME S PENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROuP A
EXPRESSED

IN PERCENTAGES

r
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TABLE XXII
TIME SF'ENT IN HIGH SCHOOL :r-mSICBY GROUP B
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES

6 Freguencies
Instruction on
instruments

Theory

Chora.l
roups

==lO-

18 ..
6%
These averages
as a whole ..

were computed

from the group of 6 Frequencies

GROUP A - 26 Frequencies
The total music

stud.led.in High School was 285 semesters. M 10.9

Total semesters

1n performing

groups - 236

M 9 - 82.8%

groups - 143- M 5..
5 - 50.2%

Semesters

in Instrumental

Semesters

in Choral groups - 93 - M 3.6 - 32.6%

Semesters

of instruction

on instruments

- 49 - M 1.9 - 17.2%

GROUP B - 6 Frequencies
The total music studied
Total semesters

in High School was 86 semesters.

in performing

groups - 56- M 8 - 65%

groups ...38 ... M 9.5 -

Semesters

in Instrumental

Semecters

in Choral groups - 18 ...
20.9%

Semesters

of instruction

on instruments

Semesters

of instruction

in MUSic Theory

The frequencies
worth

in drawing

-

44.1% -

16 - 2.6 - 18.6%

-

3%
14 - 16 ..

in Group B are so few as to be Qf
conclusions,

M 14.3

lmost no

but the increase in choral
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participation

of 11.7% in Group A over that of Group B,

and of instrumental

participation

of

6%

in Group A ov-

er that of Group B, might have some significance.
Five students
Music

Theory

in Group A had opportunity

in High School.

Two of them studied Mus-

ic Theory

outside

advantage

of the courses offered

of school; two were unable to take

High SChool because
grams;

to study

of conflicts

in Music Theory in
in their study pro-

the fifth one saw no particular

need for it at

the time ..
Only one from this group considered
ground

in MUSic

rent needs.

Theory entirely adequate

Three others who experienced

lar difficulty

had received

dissatisfaction

by

4%

for his curno particu-

outside training..

was expressed

Extreme

by 11.4% of the group;

by 96% of the group; complete

some dissatisfaction
satisfaction

his back-

of the group.

TABLE XXI II

OPPORTUNITY OF GROUP A FOR MUSIC THEORY
STUDY COURSES IN HIGH SCHOOL

F•. ;

=

26 ::

fopg.ortunny
5

for .tu~

No QEEortunity
21

80.8%

for study

,
,

I
,

'

I '
I

I

I

I
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I

The only

courses

to. Group

ava1lable

....
from
Thre e peopl'"
the gro up,

felt

completely

Of th ree semesters

which was fifty percent

I I

of

SEl.tisfiedwith their 'back-

Two of them had received an average
of Harmony.

of fourteen

a. total

Theory which had been

B were Harmony and Music APpreciation.
this group,

1n Theory ..

ground

in Music

'

The other one had spent

semesters: of study on keyboard

in-

etruments.

TABLE XXIV
ATTITUDE

OF GROUP B IN RELATION TO BAOKGROUND
IN HIGH SOHOOL MUSIC THEORY

~nt
e
~~~uat1on
it
~

1dered
ade

~~s
:1.

~t

E _ ressed in semesters of wor~---Harmon
I MU~
..
t10n

u.ate
orne

II

F

-t----~

I

.'

3

Fe 3

t
"
r

~

M 2
M

~

I

M1

====

----~

---

1.3._ _j~------

I'

I

Here aga1n, Harmony mignt well be the factor which
lends most seourity to the student; however, the d1ff er~nces

1n the two groupS

caUSe of the

a.re difficult

small number

to evalue.t e ,.eb

of frequencies

in Ilr<i.luP
,S"

I
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SUMMP..RY

From the total or one-hundred
semester

hours

University
in Music

required

School
Theory

Music.

of Music,

the sixty-seven

The mean percent

in
i&

Fifty perfor this

Theory.

of Theory required

by the School

and six-tenths

percent

The mean percent

This

for the degree of Bach=

of hours required

grees bestowed

grees

of Music Theory

in Composition.

must be had in Music

houra which

of Arts with Major

hours required

with Major

requirement

semester hours.

requirement

cent of the total number
degree

the minimum

of Bachelor

The maximum

elor of MUSic

for a degree at the Indiana

is twenty-five

is for the degree

and thirty-four

of Music

for all de-

is thirty-three

of the total hours.
of Theory required

in the total

must be spent in music for the various

is forty-nine

and seven-tenths

percent

de-

of the

music hours.
An insufficient
tant to music

students

Of thirty-two
University

preparati~n

School

Six had attended

would

members
of Music
courses

in an area so impor-

seem to be a real handicap.

of Theory classes at Indiana
who were interviewed,

in Music

Theory

only

in High School.
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Twenty-one

of these members

iitudy of Music
unable

Theory

in High School.

to take advantage

of conflicting
take in order

courses

background

which

in Music

in the entire group felt their

Theory

needs.

to be completely

semesters

of instruction

The other

two had a strong background

adequate

Two of these averaged
in Harmony

instrumentse

It seems significant

out exception

those

students

three

in High School.
in keyboard

that almost with-

who expressed

or no difficulty"

Theory were

to

from High School.

current

of Music

because

they were required

for their

a.s "ha.ving little

for

Two more were

of their opportunity

to graduate

Only four people

had no opportunity

themselves

with the problems

those with a major a.rea of key-

board. instruction.

were

Twenty-eight

members

interviewed

expressed

amount

of previous

they had received,
in keeping

from the thirty ...
two who

training
ranging

Up" to feelings

dissatisfaction

with the

in Music Theory which
from "extreme

difficulty

of mild inadequacye
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CHAPTER
THEORY

IN

RELATION

IV

TO UNDERClASSMAN

STUDENTS AT DEPAu\v UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF IvlUSIC

An exam:1.nation of the curriculum
University

School

of the two Music
ation,

of Music will show, as in the case
Schools

that the music

much concerned

Theoretical

the degree
Music

previously

of Music TheorYe

Courses

he is seeking.

1

to

The degree of Bachelor

of

in Composition,

ory, has its program

in music
music

student

which would be expec-

determined

-----

but differing

i see page 5

load of Music The-

by special arrangement

''litha particular

composition,

major,

The

.,will vary according

ted to be the one with the heaviest

for the"

is very

spend in It/hatthis school lists as

Music

with Major

under consider-

student. here, likewise,

with the problems

time wh Lch he will
II

of the Depauw

interest and ability

somewhat
chiefly

like the applied

in the reqUirements

44

':I..

of Composition."

The degree

with Ma.jor in Music,
with

the minimum

two credit

hours

one semester,
it hours
degree,
anced

of applied

(2)

credit

ment

Theory

it impossible

The maximum
listed

eight hours

for

by the student in

~ Depauw

for degrees
to include

Ibid

of require-

at Music Schools

them in this chapter

as used in the foregoing

requirement

in Music

ones.

Theory for the

in Table XXV will be that of forty-

for the degree

University
p

of these two

the two extremes

in Piano or Organ.

1948-1949,
..3

of the program

of the programs

which represent

degrees

of hours in theory of music.

his electives.

in the same manner

Major

in applied music must be bal-

will be determined

in Music

makes

"(1) not more than

music may be earned 1n

much of the content

The flexibility
degrees

speci-

music may be counted toward the

by the same number

this degree

Theory,

---- not more than a total of ten cred-

----

choosing

in Music

limitations:

<>f applied

Obviously,

of Arts

which would seem to be the one

requirement

fies the following

of Bachelor

168

of Bachelor
The minimum

Bulletin,

of Music with
requirement

vol. 35, no.3,

.. 3
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will-be

that of forty hours for the degree of Bachelor

of MUSic with Music Education Majore

TABLE XXV
REQUIREMENTS
FOR
SCHOOL OF MUSIC"';

DEGREES AT DEPAUW UNIVERSI'J;'Y
EXPRESSED
IN :P'ERCENTAGES'

Semester
, IBeM.

Semester
Hours
Total
hours
Elective &
Non-music

'BeM.

'124

!

!

!

'124

38.7%' 38.7~'. ~
48

~

0

0

,

124

t

I

124

!

4~

'124

22.6~' KL..:r£'
22.,~
22.§1' 22.6~'
28 ! 28 ! 28 • 22 ' 28

28.1~'~'
48

!

•

..

--_

~.
7

'~-"--"-'------

t

_.;;;__'"

4O.2~:
50

peroent
percent

0
!
I

19·2~
24

--------

-

~~

.,
•

~~--.~--

Total hours'
72
76
76
t
75
music
Percent of
Theory hrs. I 63.2%' 63.2%' 62.7%' 69,.1+%
JIl,f

124

l§o~'

0

0

.-

Average
Average

'BeM.

'B ..M..

,Music
uEducation

-

Theory

'B ..Me

'Piano !Organ 'Voice .Church.Orches.
'Music IInstr.

Ensemble
Applied
Music

hours required

'BooM..

74
59~5% !

~

64
62.25%

of Theory hours in total hours required - 37.1%
60%
of Theory hours in total music hour.

-- -
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The questionnaire
and Sophomore

submitted

to Sixty Freshman

students attending

Theory classes at

Depauw University
who had received
High School.

School of Music disclosed fifteen
Borne tra.ining in MUSic 'rheory in

Forty-five

had received none in High

School.

I
I

TABLE XXVI
MUSIC THEORY STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL BY UNDERCLASSI~N
STUDENTS AT DEPAUW UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC

60 Frequencies
I

I
I
I

I

I
r

Studied
..
_in High
No Music
!n High

Music Theory
School
Theory
School

Nunaber
of students

Percent
, of group

15

25%

45

75%

Twenty-five percent of the group had received some instruction in High School.
Seventy-five

percent received no similar instruction.

It was interesting
the questionnaires
School training

to note from the answers on

that ten of the people with High

in Theory had received

it in schools

47

outside
their

the state of Indiana.

training

remaining

Four others had received

in the High Schools

student

of Indianapolis;

did not designate

the

what school he had

attended.
Table XXVII
of music
Depauw

shows the distribution

by these people

University.

group

cluding

VOice,

ty-five

(1,225)

semester

eral instruments

semester

In many

cases wh~~~

it was because

one-hundred

study of sev-

and sixty-six

the individual
that particular

se-

and nine-tenths
by the con-

in several performance

for a number

The portion
training

is

spent in High School

ThiS, too, is explained

partiCipation

School

The high figure

The mean is nineteen

hours.

an accompanist

hours.

this group

current

high

and twen-

The mean is twenty

by the concurrent

music was one-thousand,
hours.

in-

in many cases.

The time which

mester

time spent by this

two-hundred

hours.

semester

as before,

at

in study upon instruments,

was one-thousand,

and three-tenths
explalned,

prior to matriculation

The aggregate

of sixty students

of the study

average

groups.

was very

student had been

of groups.

of the group with no previous

shall be known as Group Aj the

High

48

portion of the group with some previous training in
Music Theory

shall be known as Group B; the group of

s1xty students as Group ABe

TABLE XXVII
AGGREGATE STUDY OF MUSIC BY GROUP AB PRIOR TO
ENTRANCE

AT DEPAUW UNIVERSrry

SCHOOL

OFiVIUSIC

Semesters of work
Instruction on Instruments
lJerform1ng Gro~_.lt~heory__
1 Outside ~ In
"__...Instru- Choral
Total
time
! school
'school
mental
~-=-c"..--;,.,.:::-F.t

48-52
43-47
38-42
33-37 l'
28-22 'it

Fer

rr-48-52
2
43-47
0 38-42
4 33-37
2! 28-32

0

20-22 1
1,1-19 1
14-16 3
11-13 2
8-10 2!

i~~~
~igi
ik~~.
i§l
tr
13-17 ,"11! 13-17, ~_
'9'

T~;;;)~! ! 8
8-12

8-12114'.,

1

3-7

M 20 ..3

I

M

-'-~~'::~~t10~

!

L-

hours

of 'rheory

f-1
.t

,

m

i8 --'--M7"-.8.'-M

were in Music Appreciation.

I

5_

596

9.9'

~_43

M 19,,9,'
I

the

IF.

!22:j'36;-~

'I

Twenty of

I

Fe

28-42 1 ~
~
0, 22...
37 0 _5_
0
2; 28-32 1 4· _5
11 23-27 2 3 \ 0
9~ 1_§:-22 6 2 r 8__
1,

g~

_______h049
,
176
-

26-2~1
23-23"'
20-22
17-19
14-16

f,1.10P§:i~i
1~:i~ i~P 1 ~ 1
tt-'-~7
r 6~ 2-7 1.7 t--

'J

Semesters!
_1,225
!,

iF"

F.

11
2'
0~
1

__

M 2.9

I

were in Harmony, twenty-three
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TABLE XXVIII
I AREAS OF MUSIO 'rRAINING IREOEIVED IN HIGH SCHOOL
EXPRESSED
IN PEROENTAGES
BASED ON ENTIRE GROUP AB

r-----I.
=====.
StUcfy_on
______

_

60.

Semesters of
work
Instruments_
r P-error-m-':l-n-~-'G""'r-o-u-ps
'--Tlieory
----1
_-Instru. __j_ChO.!:!tl.
43
176
,355
8
596 '

.=1:=========

~an~-TI-----.------~-----Percent-I
_~.9
:;i. 9
15%
I
30.4%

The averages
frequencies

only

The averages

were computed

in the particular

category

in T$ble XXVIII

This

programs

of these

were computed

students

led with a percentage

Instrumental
ty percent
counted

Performance

Groups

from the

considered.
from the en-

was in choral work.
of time spent.

came in second with thir-

The study of instruments

percent

ac-

of the total time, and The-

with three and six-tenths

ta.l program.
The mean for Theory

·1

3.6%

in the High School

of fifty percent

of time spent.

for fifteen

ory tra1led

9.2.L
51%
t

in Table XXVII

tire sixty frequenciese
The greatest area of activity
music

I--

•I

percent of the to-

was seven-tenths

semesters.
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When Group A and Group B are considered
ally

and a comparison

toward

increased

program

made, the ever recurring

activity

tendency

in other areas of the music

of the High School

of Theory

individu-

to compensate

for the absence

is evidenced.

TABLE XXIX
TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP A
EXPRESSED IN SEMESTERS

~4h5_~F~---------------------------------------------'--------

y-re uencies
nstruction
on
~strument.

F.

19-21
10-18

1

.Performance Groups

Instrumental

--~
28::.32L~·42
2 _27
l~
2
18-22
12-12.__
- ...-+--=-~~~
0-12 _:L 1 -!7_-_7-9
;q:::o11 -§~1l€--~-

~r---.-_Q- .-~ ---,'~

__

Tot.;i'-F

----J.--=2~.~

e

.___

~~

F.

~il~ble?'
no

_-1------1'+-____.c.8:c-:;::::..l~D::2:.-_--+-~-!l.1
ye·s

6

0_~a-32_._~I..-Ll

1

~~-'

:

6 _18_!:.f!2

' l3.
__

,

6
-;,-

39

~===~==-

~12 - _--j--LlJ·_3_
3-7._
r 13 __

30 .

21

Was Theory,

OhoraL--

-

'41

M 10.7
M 8.2
'fhe extremely high frequency in the choral group was one
Which had been accompanist for five separate choral groups.
These averages

were computed

the individual

categories.

from the frequencies

within
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TABLE XXX

TIME SFENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP B
EXPRESSED IN SEMESTERS

---_

--------------

y-1~cies
nstruction
!.n~ruments

F.

i
-------___

'-"'-.,-~-------

2

18...
22
13-11
a.... 12

~

-------1--

- .- -.-

Performance Groups
Inatrumental....[,.Ch~.

on

~--~--.
Total

..,._-_._---

.,.__..-----~.

0
.. ~

0-'

I-

I

3-7

F.
M1

6:ince these averages

frequencies

themselves

comparisone

whlle

twenty-one

with no training

of the study

the Instrumental

in Muslc

Group,

Group B.

based

will

0

4
.::2
2
.1

6

10_l_

from

the frethe

for the
of

the group
Theory

thirty
only

of

took adIn

students
six from

upon all of the fre-

show this even more

0

9
11
M 2.2 M 2.1

in school.

as against

The percentages

8

categories,

from

of instruments

Performance

_F.
,

upon an instrument

from Group A partiCipated

qUenCies

u •......

that only one stUdent
studied

1
0

14 .

give a truer pieture

in this group

in High School,

vantage

their particular

It is curious

the fifteen

fortY-five

are computed

,

1

M 11.1

M 9.6

only within

43
2

4

_ .....

1

qUencies

F.

28-32 _- 1
.a
23..
27~~_.
0
18-22
i~-17 _1
,3- 8-12
\

r-...2=.L. ___ - ....3_

'

i

Theory
He.rmonv
Mus --~
Fa

clearly.

'I
I
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TABLE XXXI
TIME SPENT !N H~GH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP A
EXPRESSED IN rERCENTAGES OF TOTAL FREQUENCIES

45

Semesters of Work
FreqUencie~s;-----~~~~~~~~~~----

Ins truct ion on! Ins trumental f Choral
instruments

.:t~Q1!p..:::S;...__-.

!

18.9%

-=---_-r-.'

32.7%
297

Tota.l ~;~esterl

JHad-opper-tunl iy -

_

i'or--

--,_~r=o~.
u=..:::.s_
" MU~

I

.

Theory

I

il'Ltl:&~

48.4% ~ 13% of the group
440

TABLE XXXII
TIME SPENT IN HIGH S:CHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP B
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES
OF TOTAL FREQUENCIES

\

__~~~

~~
~Se=mesters of wo
__
~rk~ _
15 Frequencies
--~_
Instruction
Instrumental!
Choral
---rr:h;ory
instruments
~
groups
r
grouEs
Harmon
r Music AEe.rec.
!
,

onr

.6%

Total

22..
4%

60.3%

9%

semes ters '

1.5

58

156
20
t 23
~~----~~----4--------------t----~----+.----ean semesters
----j-----------

3..
9

.1

The mean

10.4---1 1 ..
3

of the instrumental

School

for students

higher

in Group

at Depauw

1.5

area of the program

University

A, the mean of the choral

in High

was conSiderably
area

__

in Group

B.

I

--------_-------
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CO~~ARISON OF GROUPS A AND B

GROUP A - 45 Frequencies
stud.led in High School - 909 M 20.2

Total

semesters

of music

Total

semesters

in performing

Semesters

in instrumental

Semesters

in choral

Music

Theory

Three

frequencies

in Theory;
in Harmony,

groups

groups

Semesters' of instruction

groups

-

440

expressed

Considered

background

adequate
study mean

3.8

of the group.

instruction

of privat.e piano.

- 93.4%

of the group.

- 6.6% of the group,

"lith

of 14 semesters.

B - 15 Frequencies

Total

semesters

of music

Total

semesters

in performing

studied

in High

groups

Semesters

in choral

Semesters

of Lna t.r-uc t Lon on instruments

1 frequency

groups.

- 258 M 1-7.2

5.8 M 3 ..
9

in instrumental
groups

groups""

School

- 214 M 14.3

Semesters

Only

M

with background

private

had 24 semesters
inadequate

172

87%

to

two of them had received

instrument

-

satisfaction

background

GROUP

9.8

()n instruments

Considered

keyboard

M

M 16.4

6.6

- 297 M

had not been available

the other

737

-

- 156 M 10 ..
4

in instrument

study,

- 1.5 M

.1

6 in instrumental
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ATTITUDE

Five

OF GROUP

B 'rOWARD PHEVIOUS

frequencies

quate;

considered

same frequencies

of 100 semesters
Same five
mental
Seven

THEORY

completely

had total keyboard

ade-

instruction

had total participation

of 106 semesters

frequencies

majority

background

IN

M 20.

frequencies

groups

'rRAINING

considered

in instru-

M 21.2.

background

adequate

for the

of their needs.

Two frequencies
background;

felt considerable

these had received

anxiety

concerning

no instruction

in Harmony.

SUlViMAHY

The program
to have

the extreme

in Music
School

for the two degrees

Theory

of Music

minimum

and maximum

is so flexible
as to make

normally

expected

reqUirements

at Depauw

U~iversity

its exact tabulation

impos-

sible for this report.
,

The mean percent
requirements
gives

for the remaining

in music

the total

is thirty-seven

semester

required

hours
degrees

in the total
which the school

and one-tenth

percent

of

hours.

The mean percent
ic hours

of Theory

of Theory hours

is sixty percent.

in the total mus-

Fifteen
Sophomore

of the sixty members

Theory

classes

of Music

had attended

Schoole

Thirty-nine

no opportunity
Eight
being

completely

classes

background

Theory.

All

students

they had acquired

groups

mean average

of nineteen

for the entire

teen,

had

themselves

the adequacy

in this school

true

in Music

either

some

high propor-

of choral

of Sixty-members.

These

and three

show a large

tenths

Of a total

stUdents

semesters

of 1,167

in music

or one and two-tenths

is

with a

The performand nine-

showed

a mean

of study

semester

in High

This

semesters

work was nine

same

exper~

work,

and nine-tenths

for instrumental

spent

as

of the

in High School.

in the area

group

semesterse

this group

forty-five

or an unusually

particularly

struments.

in High

study.

in performance

of twenty

School

Theory

expressed

with

which

in Harmony

The students

tenths

in Music

of the eight had received

tion of keyboard

ance mean

University

of the remaining

satisfied

previous

ience

at Depauw

and

for such study.

of these

instruction

of the Freshman

School,

hours

on inwhich

only four-

percent, was in Theory.
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CHA:P'TER V
'rHEORY

IN REIATION

ro

SPECIAL

l\JIUSIC STUDENTS

AT BALL STATE TEA-CHEHS COLLEGE

Ball state Teachers

College does not grant a

degree of Ba.chelor of Music",
earned here is in Education
aration
SUbjects

of Supervisors

The degree which

with an a.rea for "Prep-

and Teachers

of the Special

in the High School and Elementary

leads to a provisional
area (music)

certificate

the certificate

grades seven through

twelve

School--

in the special

valid for teaching

SUbject in which

i6

the subjects

or

is issued in
the certificate

in

the special area is valid for supervision ..s well-~."
The minimum
the Conditional

requirement

is for

Area with twelve quarter hours of

Theory required,

the maximum

'With a. requirement
~

of MusiC Theory

is for the Speoial Area

of fifty quarter hours of Theory.
._-,_.
..
__ ...Ball State Teachers College Bulletin, vol , XXIII,

-----,---------.....- _-----------:-.

nO.3, 1948-1949,

p

90
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TABLE XXXIII
REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL MUSIC DEGREES AT BALL STA'rE
TEACHERS COLLEGE-EXPRESSED
IN PERCENTAGES

_________

Quarter h~~rs reguired

~

Quarter
Hours

, Special t Comprehensive
I
(Music) I (Music)
-------I

Total

.

192

I

104
54.2%

138
71.9%

26

28
14.6%

12
6.2%

Performance'
I
Percent

26
13 ..
5%

: .~

~heorl
Percent

,
•
.

I

I
r

Total
Music
Percent in
Theory

,

__~,~~~~

72
37.5%
18.8%

1

T

Restricted' Condltlonal(MuSitl_ I (Music)
192

~i$d
Percent

Teaching
,!e~hnlgyes
Percent

I

192

J

Non-music
Percent

I

i'

•

-

4

'._,
,.._
....
L _'",_,,
__
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•
t

120
41.7%

2.1%
:20
88

I

20
10.4%

---t-

34.1%

::

10
5.2%

--.-.~----------20
10.4%

4

4

2.1%
L,

15.6%

192
'------'_._----146
76.1%

_'r-

26
13.5%

8
4.2%
2b~

------,,

__

I

18

2.1%
12

9.L%,

-_

6.2~:~=

54

46
-,--

33.3%

26.1%

Average percent of'Theory hours in total hours

-

A.verage percent of'Theory hours in music hours

- 33.8%

14.3%
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The

questionnaire

which

thi t
r Y-six Freshman and
Sophomore students attending Theory classes nt
- Ba.ll
State Teachers College answered reveal d
e that nine or
the students had received some instructi
on in J)ilusic
Theory prior to matriculatione
TwentY-seven
had no
instruction
in Music Theory in High School.

TABLE XXXIV
MUSIC THEORY S'rUDIED

Studied Music Theory
in High .=S~C~h~o~o~1~
No Music Theory
in High School

five percent

found

Schools

of the group had. received

Theory

in High School.

had receiv'ed no instruction
to note

at Depauw

questiormaire
These

University

by a similar

students,

in the SUbject.

in answer

to the same

group of students.

however,

the northern

Seventy_

that this is the exact proPor_

had all attended

in the state of Indiana,

throughout

--_

9
27

in MUSic

It is interesting
tion

HIGH SCHOOL

~

Twenty-f'ive percent
some training

:rN

equally

and central

High

distributed

parts.
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In Table XXXV

We

see the d

ietribution
Of' the
"time which these same students SPent in
High School
music programs prior to matrlculati
on at Ball State
The aggregate time
sPent in instru_
ment study, including the stUdy of VOlce
, was 517 Se_
mester hours, with a mean of 14.3
semesters. These
students, like those of the other
h
sc ools preVi
OUSly
conSidered, studied upon several instr
Teachers College.

rently ..

uments concur_

The total time spent in High School mUSic
stUdy
was 696 semesters with a mean of 19.3 semester

575 semesters, with a mean of 16, were in Perf

hours-.,

ormance
groups; 103 semesters, with a mean of 3 Were sPent in
the study of instruments; and 18 semesters in the

1-

S"Udy
of Music Theory. The mean for Theory was .5 semest
ers.
Of the performance hours, 345 semesters, with a mean
of 9.5, were in Instrumental groups; 230 semesters,
with a mean of 6.4, ,were in choral work.
For the remainder of the chapter, that group Of'
students without previous instruction in Music Theory
in High School will be called Group A, the group with
such instruction will be known as Group B, and the entire group of thirty-six frequencies as Group AB.
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TABLE XXXv
AGGREGATE STUDY OF MUSIC BY BALL STATE MUSIC
STUDENTS PRIOR TO ENTHANCE AT COLLEGE

Instruction
Total
t,ime
F.
2lj_""'i~

23...21 '
18-22
.L2

-,J

9

-H- Il

9'

-g-

3-7'

11

Total F 36
M 14.3 •

Semesters of work
on Instruments
, Performin~
Groups
OutsidE!!' • In
Instru•
Choral
school,
school
t mental l

f Thior-v-

I

F.,

_25-32
c.~-d.!_

o

F.

I

.L"

1 !2S...1.2

17-19
.LLI--.L0

J.ts~

8: "II-I?>
13-17,
5~ _t:3_-10
5-12 12 i! 5-7
51! 2-1,
3-7

M 16.6

These averages
category.

F.

J.. '23-c.'(
l~.Lts-~c

5.13-17
litr-12

f!

,

'31~

10I

1M 10.3

are computed

I, 3-7

, 'M 10

SPECIAL

~

F.

.t

2.0-2::>

u ,!.LJ-.L~
]._.~J.o

10111-13
10 ~
12 ~

,
I

.§..:w
5-7
2~~

~34'

'M 9.2

from the frequencies

The percentages in Table XXXVI are computed
group of thirty-six frequemcies.

F.

-:3'

"iS

1
5
...1'
7,

-

1M 2

Within

each

from the entire

AREAS OF MUSIC TRAINING RECEIVED IN HIGH SCHOOL
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES BASED ON ENTIRE GROUP AB
of work

2

-

---~-

25

-

~

.i

TABLE XXXVI

Semesters

2

r

-

9
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Comparison of Group A and Group B shows a marked
increase in choral activity where there is no Theorye

TABLE XXXVII
TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP A
EXPRESSED IN SEf1LES'fERS

Instruction on ,
instruments~.F.t
I

I Was Theory
F. available?

Performance Groups
Instrumental. F. Choral
.__ .

,
20-22
2 I yes t no
"17.:]."9-- i-rt----c1"'7;;;---:1;-::9:::---=--=--=._--t---71<-+--=1+7_--==-1?-9_~1=_
I
14=16
.
14-~
8 1±1_§
~
1 ; 26
11-1}
Ii 11-13 .
_i-----':lio+--=---11-l3 1. _. __._.... ~_
8-10
' 3J
8-10§
g:-·:;-10:::--------t--04- I
--_-:5=---=1;.;-----r--=:0:..r'--:5=---=7:=------ir-,- -7+§! -5-7
44 3. 7%' 96 ..3%
2-4
---.- 2 ~ 2-4
3 ~ 2-4
Total F.
{j
25
21
M 9.5
M 9.6
M 10.2

--f-lt·

i

i

TABLE XXXVIII
TIME SPENT IN HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC BY GROUP B
EXPRESSED IN SEMESTERS

_-.2. Frequencies
Instruction ~
Performance Groups
instruments F. *. Instrumental F. Choral
..8-10

____5_:i

2
1

2_§-32
23-27

__-== .

~-~---~~ fi~j~
__
8-12

1
0

8-10
5-7

3

M

9

F.
2 -- ~

~~~
,

~
M 4.5

~.

2 ..

. ~--

,

1

9

M 12

. 1
0

I

I

3

r

F ...
Harmony Mus ..
App

tJ-r-~~---~-T~~

·:-r3~7--.t_3

Total F.

i,~eor

, ·--1

--

_'""'7··--=="1'4='-

M 1.7

M 1.5
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GROUP A - 27 Frequencies
Total semesters

of music studied in High School - 527 M 19.5

Total semesters

in

performing

groups - 451 M 16e7

Semesters

in instrumental

Semesters

in chor-aL groups - 212 M 7.,8

Semesters

of instruction

Music

groups - 239 M 8.8

on instruments

Theory was not available

Two frequencies
in Music

expressed

- 76 M 2e8

to 96.3% of the group.

satisfaction

with background

Theory; both had private instruction

in rrheory.

- 7.4% of the group.

Considered

background

adequate

Considered

backgrolmd

inadequate - 92.6% of the group.

Heavy concentration

in choral area with 21 frequencies

and M 10.2, and instrument

study with mean of 9.5

GROUP B - 9 Frequencies - 18 semesters of Music Theory
Total semesters

of music studied in High School - 169

Total

in performing

semesters

in instrumental

Semesters

in choral groups - 18 M 2

Semesters

of instruction

ground

expressed

18.8

groups - 124 M 13.8

Semesters

'I'wofrequencies

iM.

groups - 106 M 11.8

on instruments
satisfaction

~ 27 M 3
wlt.h their back-

in Music Theory, each had 2 semesters of Harmony.

Light concentration

in choral area with 4 frequencies

and M 4.5, and in instrument

study with 3 f'r-equenc
t.e a , M 9 •
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SUMMARY
Degrees

in Education

equip graduates
are granted
Indiana.
Music

with epecial preparation

to teach music in the public schools

by Ball State Teachers

College of Muncie,

The degree with the minimum requirement

Theory

requirement

is that of the "Conditional
of twelve

requirement

percent

and three-tenths

and eight-tenths

Nine of the thirty-six
dents who were interviewed
Theory

percent.

in all
The mean

cent of the group.
the opportunity

stu-

had received some training
This was twenty-five

Twenty-seven

no like training.

is

percent.
Freshman and Sophomore

in High School.

cent of the group.
received

for graduation

of Theory hours in the music hours required

thirty-three

Music

of fifty

The mean percent of rrheory

hours in the total requirement
areas is fourteen

The

in Music Theory is

that of the "Special Area" with a requirement
hours of Theory.

of

Area" with a

quarter hours of Theory.

degree with the maximum

quarter

to

in

per-

similar students had

This was seventy-five

per-

Only one from this last group had

for study of Music Theory in High School.
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with a. good background

Four of these students,
of training

in Harmony

felt their backgrounds
current

needs.

completely

Thirty-two

ing of insecurity
dlssatlsfaction

performance

thirty-six

a feelof

activity

in

to compensate

in High School was
true of

and of the study of

The frequencles

in these areas were considerably

and

higher

cases where Music Theory was included

in the music program

semesters

increased

This was particularly

in High School.

than in those

Of·a

toward

of Music Theory

the area of choral

the means

for their

from the mildest

of the school music program

here also.

instruments

adequate

,

to a.cute distress ..

for the absence
present

instruments

of them expressed

which varied

The same tendency
other areas

and in keyboard

of the High School stUdent.

total of six-hundred
of music

studied

students,

and ninety-six

( 696)

in High School by these

only eighteen

( 18 ) semesters

had been spent in the study of Music Theory.
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-CHAPTER VI
SUM:MARY OF THE FINDINGS FOR THE FOUR
COLLEGIATE MUSIC SCHOOLS PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED

The amount of time spent in the study of music by
students

of these Collegiate

riculation
viewed.

seems almost

Music Schools prior to mat-

incredible when the totals are

It would seem to lend substance to the premise

that the study of music is a highly specialized
requiring

much of the time, interest, and energy of the

student who intends to make of it his profession
avocation.

study

or his

It would also seem to bear out the hypothesis

that the student who is to realize music experiences to
the fullest extent of his capabilities
must have opportunity
quire the necessary

and interests

early enough to permit him to ac-

knowledge

and techniques

field, and the freedom from other obligations

in the
which

would usurp the time and energy needed for him to properly equip himself

in this special field.
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TABLE XXXIX
MUSIC EXPERIENCES OF STUDENTS INTERVIEWED
PRIOR TO ENTRANCE AT COLLEGIATE MUSIC SCHOOLS

(TOTAL
SEMESTERSl
,
6, 374
M 32.03
.. -~

-·~./~1·-"'.-··
.

,

r '---ON""'';'';'"l

r--·-lN'---I
MUSIC THEORY,

i

C'- _"nif --..

INSTRUMENTS

PERFORMANCE

3,356

2,862

156

M 16.86

M 14.38

M ,,78

52.6%

44.9%

2.4%

IOutslde-school

2,739
M 13.76

--In"·-'

rrnstl' :'··ahora.

school

groups

groups

617

1,644

1,218

M 3.1

M

8e2

M
\

42.95%

9.7%

6 ..
1

25.8% .19.1%

I

IHar- --Orches'-- Music 'I
Apprec.
tration
mony

100
M

.5

M

0041 M .25
I

1.57% ' .11%

These averages are based on the total frequencies
four Collegiate Music schools studied.

!

49

7
,I

.77%

from the

j-
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~

r
I

I

If these figures

seem so staggering

'ilhelmat first glance,

one must not lose sight of the

fact that,

as has been pointed

the study,

as many as five or six of these experiences

were taking
iences

place

[

in Music

I
(

under

(

instruction

I

and thirty-nine

[

or less than one-third

r

this field

I

fifteen

I
I
I

in

in the over all experof music.

and ninety-n.ine people were queationed.

All of them were attending
Theory

out in each instance

simultaneously

of some of the students

One hundred

I

as to over-

Freshman

or Sophomore

at one of the Oollegiate

consideration..

in High School; one hundred

had received

most nine-tenths

none.

Thus thirty percent,

of them had. any preparation

study at Secondary

of the one hundred

had any opportunity

Music Schools

Sixty of these people had received

in M.usie Theory

of music

classes

schools.

and thlrty-nine

for

Only

frequencies

for such study in High School. Al-

of the group had. no opportun1 ty for the

study.
The average
four Collegiate
the foregoing
semester

requirement

Music
chapters

hours.

in Theory hours for the

Schools which were discussed
is thirty-five

This 1s twenty-seven

in

and eight-tenths
and five-tenths

68

percent
degrees

of the total number of hours required for all
granted by all four of the schools.

forty-six

and two-tenths

It is also

percent of the hours required

in music for the various degrees.
Only thirty-three
tioned

expressed

sufficiently

of the entire group who were ques-

a feeling that their backgrounds were

adequate

for their needs.

This was sixteen

and f1.ve-tenths percent of the group.
In the space designated

I

(
r
r

r

tionnaire,
pressed

ninety-five

for comments on the ques-

percent of the comments made ex-

the opinion that a need for more Music Theory,

and a better balanced

music program, existed in most of

the High Schools.

QUOTES FROM CO~~ENTS MADE
If

Courses

I believe all schools should have preparatory
in Theory, Music History,

and Appreciation.

The students who come from the few schools who do have
such courses have a much better groundwork
lege Courses.

for the col-

This also makes it harder for those who

have not had the advantage

of previous training along
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these

lines.

before

I certainly

entering

college.

wish to get degrees
preliminary
wait until
work

wish I had had this training
Those high school students who

in Math or Chemistry

training

before

College.

in College have

Why must musicians

their College years, and have all this extra

to do which

could have been partially

done in High

Schoo17"
"Theory
students
sicians

training

in High School would help music

in High School,

and wou Ld also make better mu...

of them by the time they get to College, and

also give them a head start in College.1I
"Theory
student

would be a lot easier in College if a music

had some preparation

and introduction

to the

study of music. ,.
"I wish our High School were big enough to offer
courses

in Theory.

All we ever had was Glee Club,,"

"I took all the College preparatory
there were no music preparatory
should

be offered

to prepare

courses.

students

courses, but
I think some

for a music edu-

ca tt on .."
"Our- school was so small it did not offer music except for Band or Chorus.
other

courses

voted

to music.

The music teacher had to teach

too. All of a teacher's

time should be de-

I have had quite a bit of trouble."
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" The a'baence of Theory
hindrance

in most High Schools

a profession
study;

training

of music.

College

as it 1s now most music

scratch
II

to those who wish to make
is a place for advanced
students

start from

in Theory ..
!!
Theory

would help those who plan to attend music

schools

and it would

School

organizations."

make for better musicians

lilt has been a real struggle
training

without

in High

any previous

in Theory ..
11

"I regret
ory courses

that my High School did not make any The-

available ..
"

"I thinlr Freshman
the average
before.
Theory

18 a very great

Freshman

I think

Theory

1n College

is too hard for

who has had no training

something

should

in that line

come before Freshman

for preparation."

"Theory

has seemed to me to begin in the middle; 1

have been loste
according

It might be good to divide

to previous

"I Sincerely

the classes

trainlng ..
"

wish that some course had been offered

to serve as a general

background.,"
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"Some basic knowledge
the student a definite

of Theory certainly gives

advantage upon entering Conserv-

atory wor-k;"
"I wish there were some way for students like me
without

any previous

training to get some pre-Theory

work. "
"Music teachers
students

in High Schools should insist on

who they know are going to attend music schools

to take a course in harmony"
III

II

have had a very hard time because I had no pre-

vious Theory, nor any piano ..
"
"I would be lost if it were not for what I have
had from private piano Le saons ,"
"Something

should be done about the lack of oppor-

tunity for Theory in small schools."
tiThe students
grades,

started working toward Band in the

just like the basket ball players, -- the high-

est goal you could achieve was to play in the Band or
be on the tea.m.. The faculty, parents, and townspeople
backed this idea because it brought glory-- other music
courses were merely tolerated."
These quotes were selected as most representative.
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The major activity
School

seemed

groupse

There was a marked

tendency

was slightly

choral

than the instrumental.

of music

in the other
centration
School

problems
Percent

the High School
In two of the

was overwhelmingly

so;

pointed

to heavier

in the instrumental

program

of the High

con-

for lack of Theory.

was the one subject which seemed to have

most security

important

in these

two, the evidence

Harmony

of keyboard

more toward

the evidence

to compensate

provided

In all

Theory was absent from the program.

This tendency
groups

evident

schools to increase activity

when Music

schools

in High

to have been in the area of performing

four Collegiate
areas

of the muslc student

for these stud.ents.

instruments

factor
of Music

seemed to be the second most

in a sense of security
Theory

of students

Those with no Music

The study

in a Collegiate

with Music
Theory

Theory

in mee t Lng the
Music School.

in High School-30%

in High 8chool------------70%

Those

wi th Iv1usicTheory available

Those

with no MUSic

in High 3chool----- 37.7%

Theory available

in High School--62.3%
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SUl-iUVlARY

The average
the various
of Music,
versity

requirement

degrees

percent

granted by Arthur Jordan Conservatory

Indiana University

School of Music, Depauw Uni-

School of Music, and the Music Department of

Ball State Teachers
tenths

in Music Theory for all of

College

semester hours,

is thirty-five

or twenty-seven

of the total work required

imum requirement

for anyone

and eight-

and five-tenths

in College. The max-

degree was sixty-seven sem-

ester hours of Music Theory, or fifty percent of the total work required.
Only Sixty people from the one hundred and ninetynine interviewed
Theory

in High School.

one hundred
study.

had received

Theory.

Only thirty-three

had opportunity

for such

of the entire group felt se-

which they had received

A large majority volunteere~

Music Theory

in Music

Only fifteen of the remaining

and thirty-nine

cure in the background

any instruction

in Music

opinions that more

should be taught in High School and time al-

lowed for it.
Examination of the questionnaire (see Appendix) will
show that the students were not questioned on this pOint.
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OHAPTER VII
THE MUSIO OURRIOULA

OF THIRTY REPRESENTATIVE INDIANA HIGH S~HOOLS

A survey
Division

of Arthur

information
High

Jordan Oonservatory

concerning

Schools

The school
when

of data from the files of the Graduate

located

the music curricula

throughout

year of 1947-1948

the majority

Majors

southern

the state of Indiana.

~

interviewed

were gradu-

High Schools.

of the schools which were surveyed offered

in Music;

ern area,

of fifty

was selected as the year

of students

ated from their respective
Fifteen

of Music yielded

two of them were located in the north-

eight in the central
area of the state~

area, and five in the

The smallest had an enroll-

ment for that year of 249 full time students,

the lar-

gest had one of 1,258 full time students.
;l.. Data
for Thesis, collected by Paul
Oonservatory of Music, 1947-1948

Sawyer, Jordan
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TABLE XL

TOTAL COURSES OFFERED IN MUSIC PROGRAM
OF 15 HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANA-OFFERING MAJOR IN MUSIC

:-__ .....Area
«
Name
of
;
State I Se 001
North ,DelPhi
1 LoW~~ll

gf

,_,
__,~N.=um'""":Oer
of Course£? Offered
,tAPtitude l' Study Performance
tTo- I~ Total
'Tests
of
lnstr. Choralrtal~ Theory
lnst.!',
1 ~...~.~_."._
!Seashore indlvt
3
2
6 t --'0
, none
indiv-!2
2
5)
1 ..

1

1

_h."_'

South

t~~J:~~~~~~~·
lse~,~~:.:~.I~2!s8~-2
Batesville
Q._orvdon

\Own
I olase2
"Pan Amer-~~.0 llioS S~

2

Seymour

'Own

2

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

number
number
number
number
number

Aptitude

of
of
of
of
of

pclass2

I'

j 5.~

2

II

2
II

0,

3

I 7

I

U

1

t

I

1

3

~

7 ~

._

1

music courses 106
courses in study of instruments - 20 - 19%
courses in instrumental groups - 44 - 41.5%
courses in choral groups - 29 -------- 27.5%
Theory courses - 13 ------------------12%

tests given by thlrteen schools.
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TABLE XLI

NUHBER
OF

Area
of

[,tate
North

15

HIGH

01;<"1SrrUDENTS ENROLLED
SCHOOLS

Name
..of
.?chool

*

Total
Total
Total
Total

IN IvIUSIC COURSES

OF INDL~NA-OFFERING

I

:MAJOR IN MUSIC,

Number of Students
f Summer"' surrimerr Regular.:TiR:;:e::::g::u:-=il;:a:::r:-l~-;;
h:-e-o-r-y-r Instr. vooal 'Instr.' Vooal 'Instr
Total
,Groups GrouEs' Grou.£§
Vo ca Ii

:,

enrollment
enrollment
enrollment
enrollment

for
for
for
for

4,338

entire music ~rogram ------ 2,405-55%
instrumental
program ------ 1,672-40%
choral program -----------261- 5%
Music Theory program ------
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Fifteen
also selected

schools not offering Majors in Music were
from the group for comparison.

Five of

these were chosen from the northern area of the state,
five from the central area, and five from the southern
area.

This would seem to give a picture which should

be fairly representative

of the state as a who Le . An

effort also was made to select those distributed as
nearly as possible
portions

equally in· the eastern and western

as well~

The smallest of these schools had an enrollment
for the year of 1947 - 1948 of 120 full time students,
the largest one had an enrollment of 1400 stUdents for
the same year.
Accurateflndlngs
of the inability
were receiving
I

instruments.

I

a permanent

J

f
f
/
(

,

to check the number of students which

individual

record of the amount of this instruction,
in most cases to include this t.n-

in their answers to questionnaires.

Seeming dlscrepancles
for by the duplication
category.

and class instruction upon

Either the schools concerned d1d not have

or they had neglected
formation

were difficult to obtain because

in figures may be accounted

of frequencies

in more than one
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TABLE
TOTAL
UF 15 HIGH

COURSES
SCHOOLS

XLII

OFFERED IN MUSIC PROGRAM
OF INDIANA-NO MAJOR IN MUSIC

--

Number of---- Courses
Offered
,-~,-,"
'"
Area
~
Name
Aptitude
Study 'PERFOID'IANCE
To-, Total
of
of
Tests
of
,
tal
heory
State
Given
Instr. Instre Choral
School
North
Bremen
Seashore '.cla.ss2:>
2
7
0
___
+F~t.Wa_yne
Seashore,
class2
4
~
91
______ r.M~1~c~h~1~.~~la~n~C~i~t~Y-~Nlo~ne---~'+c~·1~a~s~s~il~_-~~~-+
__ l'___ ~~S~'~~o~
~
~H·R~o~~c~h~e~s~t~e~r~
__ -+~N~'O~nll2e
__ -4~·~cl~a~s~s2~_+-_0~--t-~~~---t_7~t-~O~-..
Wa terloo
None
classl
~1
5
j)
I

c.;:;;.e;n;...;:;t..:;;.r.:;;a.;.:=i=-t=,:A~l~e:.:x:.:a;::n::.:d:!:;r~i~a_-4_
i:le...:.,a_._B_,.n.....-:.;_or~-U.:::c~l:::a:!:s:!:s:..::l=+--=:;:....-_t-_l__

,

~_';::;._+.

__

__

.L:__ •.,.,_._

Burris of
Muncie
None ,,--- classl:;
I
5
0
---t::C~o~nn~e:'::r~s-v-:i-:l""::'l·-e-+';-::H#!a~11S;jtj""-lC1h
indi vI
4
1
6
0
---t:::;S;-:'P ~'e:.::e:.:::d~w~a::.J.Y:__--!~M~c~C~r~e:'..!:a:.:!rw'Y·
,indi vI
3
1
::5
...0
~3i:=·:t:W~.;La~f~e~~Y~le~t=t=e=~T~i~~~,,~~.o=n=~:~i
indi vI _ 5
2
_8 _
0
South
Ja.sonv11le
.1.'1 one
..,.cla.s81
1
1
13
0
;.....-..----.;.;;;....17L~i~n~t.!.!o~n..=:..::;~:.---4l"?'sr.::le::-:::a~s:"T:lnor(
,I cIa s 8:lJ_3-,--_+-_1~, __
_S~'-'---lO.t..-.
_
Princeton
.1'.JOne
clasSIl-2
.,
6 i
0
______ ~S~u~l~l~i~v~a~n~~--~~L:y~o~n~s~-----·
'~i~n~d~iv~1~
__ =2__ ~ __ ~4 -;_~7~;~'~l~~ ~
Univ.School
{
~~B~1~o~o~m~i~n~5~t~o~nL-~I~S~e~a~s~h~o~r~E~~~·~c=la~s~s=1~~4~~I~~1~.
_,,~6~[r'__ ~O~
__
Totals
9,18
45
26
.89 I
3

1.

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

number
number
number
number
number

Aptitude

* Consistlng

of
of
of
of
of

tests

+-'

-

music courses
89
-20%
courses in study of instruments---18
groups----45
..49%
courses in instrumental
-28%
courses in choral groups----------26
courses in Music Theory----------3 - 3%
given

of informal

by nine
instruction

schools.
in Music

Appreclatlon.
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TABLE XLIII
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN MUSIC COURSES
SCHOOLS OF INDIANA-NO lVlAJOR IN MUSIC

OF 15 HIGH

Number of Students
Area
Name.summer summer'RegUlar"~egUlar~'Total Theory
of
of
Instr..
;1 Total
Instre Vocal flnstre ~Vocal
fkGroups
Sta1.§?_ School
Gro~sfQroups
'Groups
,
Vocal
,
o
92'!
78
285'
Nor.th Bremen
~ lIS
0
Ft ..Wavne
115
0
137
190
4-=-4~2~t-!'
_4.:..:1=-_
Michi~an 01tv
8S
0
27
100
212
0
Rochester
44
0
50
i
103 , :1..9.1'
0
Wa terloo
40
0
65
&.
141=)
0
Central

I'
q

South

:.Lu6nyillEZO
0
""'>7:1
ltO_
177
Linton
"",>r:;
0
!:i2'
q3
"
F\o
Princeton
12''''
Q
70'
221
1~16
~~~~~---4~~:~~--~~~-4--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.--Sullivan
7!:i
0
t:i4
1 1~7
I 266
Uriiveralty
I
;
1
School
100 '0
I
64
t
50
~ 214
Bloomington
t
,_
'rot.a~s
=>
842
0
1,310
1,415 p,567
I

Total
Total
Total
Total

'*

enrollment
enrollment
enrollment
enrollment

for
for
for
for

t

0

o

1
'
'I

~-

6"?

,

I~ o
t~ 41

entire music program-------- 3,608- 100%
instrumental program---------2,152-59.5%
choral program---------------1,415-39.4%
Music Theory program---------- 41- 1.1%

Informal instruction 1n Music Appreciation with no
specific enrollment.
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TA.BLE XLIV
COMPARISON

OF PERFORMANCE

COURSES

WI'rI-I

'fHEORY

COURSES_

IN 15 HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANA-OFFERING ~~JOR IN MUSIC

students Enrolled
Jourses Offered
== ~o ...
~Perf. 'Per-.The ,per-~ITo-r :Perf. Per- The Pertal !Groups cent ory cent 't;tal
'Groups cent ory cent

,

Name
of
~~~l=~c11.ool

,.

Central 'Broadr1pple
~Ind,1anal2C?
11 s
,Decatur Centro
!Ind1anaEo11s
,Geret Myer
~Terre Haute
iHa erstown

,

.

South

!Batesville
'Q.orydon
.
l~ffe sonville
_~~+-~~~~~+-~;-~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~
•fPaol1
__
'e
our
Totals and
average percent
•

Enrollment

Distribution of Mus1£ Program
in Theory courses----------------------·e-~

Enrollment in choral and instrumental groups --------(Some frequencies enrolled in both)
'~horal and Instrumental
Music Theory

courses

courses offered --------------

offered--------------------------

8%
98%
90%
10%
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TABLE XLV
COMPARISON OF 1?ERFORJ.Vl'.ANOEGROUPS WITH THEORY COURSES
IN 15 HIGH SCHOOLS OF INDIANA-NO
MAJOR IN MUSIC

students Enrolled
Courses Offered
Area
I Name of
To-JPerfe
Per- The-rper-I~To-JPerf. ~Per- The
of
School
tal'Groups cent ory centl~tal,Groups8cent ory
~S~t~a7t~e~~
~~~t~~~~~~~~~
__
+-__~~-+
::.;N~or=-t=h;;.;;._~:B~r~e~m::::e::..::.n
28C:;~ 28s
100% 0
0 ·1 -7,7
100%: 0
Ft. Waine
442' 442
100% 41 -q%lO
1 990%
1
Michigan City 215; 215
10000 0
0
~ 5 1 r.:
100% 0
Rochester
len! 1q7
100%· 0
oi~ 7 ·~·i
160%
0
Waterloo
i~l r l~l
100'it· 0
0 l~ s ·~S
100%' 0

t~'~~~+i

Percent
__
0

l()%
0
0

·0
10%

DJ.J!t t'l by&"12!l 21'. MY.lli !X9.6t!JB
Enrollment

in choral

and instrumental

Enrollment

in Theory

courses--------------------------

Choral
.Theory

*

No specific

and instrumental
courses

courses

offered--------------

offered------------------

enrollment.

groups----------

100%

.6%
98%
2%
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StJIvIIvIARY OF FINDINGS

Only fifteen of the fifty High Schools available
for the study offered a Major in Music.
Thirteen

of these schools gave aptitude tests de-

signed to recognize
The averages

special talents for music.

of the courses available

for music

in these schools was:
groups ------------,----- 41.5%

Performing

instrumental

Performing

choral groups -----------------------

27.5%

%
%

---------------------------

19

Music Theory courses ---------------------------

12

Enrollment

in performance

groups ---------------

4,177

Enrollment

in l1usic Theory courses -------------

261

Study of instruments

Of the fifteen High Schools selected, which did
not offer a Major in Music, nine gave music aptitude
tests.

The averages

of the courses were as follows:

Performing

instrumental

groups ----------------

49%

Performing

choral groups ----------------------

28%

Study of instruments
Music Theory

--------------------------

courses -----------------,---------

3,608 were enrolled

in performance

20%

3%

groups, 41 in Theory.
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I

I
I

.cHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS

It has become evident that a very major portion
of the curriculum
up of courses

of a Collegiate

in Music Theory.

Music School is made

It has also become ev-

ident that these same courses have a very insignificant
place in 'the music curriculum of the average High School.
The majority
classes

of the members of beginning Theory

in Collegiate MusiC Schools are forced to strug-

gle unduly,

to Buffer discouragement,

in their progress

in these courses due to a lack of prep-

aration to thsse courses.
Students, almost unanimously,
for more adequate
was not available.

and to be retarded

preparation

are aware of the need

and express regret that it

In many instances,

they express con-

cern for the future of Mus1c Education

if present condi-

tiona are allowed

to exist.
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Taking

into consideration

study,

the writer

lowing

conclusions:

1e - An actual

feels justlfl.ed in drawing the fol-

need does exist among Underclassmen

Collegiate
thorough

of

Music Schools for a more adequate and
preparation

2. - Students

the findings of this

enrolled

in Music Theory.

in Music Theory classes in the

Collegiate

Music Schools are aware of the general

inadequacy

of their preparation.

3. - Feelings
degrees

of insecurity
of intensity

and frustration

in varying

do exist among a majority

of

the students.

4. - The average High School does not embrace a program
sufficient

to equip the music student who will

matriculate

at a Collegiate

The writer
ever possible,

also wishes to recommend

that :1) 'When-

needed Music Theory courses will be added

to the curriculum
will be designed

of the High School; 2) such courses
to meet the practical

dent and taught by competent
program

Music Schoole

needs of the stu-

Theory teachers; 3) the

of the student will be planned to allow time for

such courses ..
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APPENDIX

87
QUESTIONNAIHE

I..-

FOR THEORY STUDEN'TS

IN MUSIO

SCHOOLS

OF COLLEGE

LEVEL

List the training you have received upon any muslc instrument
including vol ce , prior to entering College:
Name of
instrument.

Length of time
studied.

Privately
or in class

J

In, or outside schaal

11.- List the High School Clloral Groups in which you, have participated:
Name

o-r

school:

Name of group

111.- List the High School
participated:

.................

Length of time
participating

Instrumental

_---_

How you functioned
in the group

Groups in which you have

Name of school:
Name of group

Length of time
participating

How you functloned
in the group
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IV.- Check those of the following

divisions of Music Theory in
which you received training prior to entering College.
List the information requested.
Please make sure to answer

question 4.
A ..-

Harmony
1.- Amount of training
2.- In, or outside school
3 ..- Name of school
4.- Was a course in Harmony
a. Where and how?

available

to you?
__

----

B.- Ear Training
10- Amount of tratning
2.- In, or outside school
3.- Name of school
4.- vfas a course in Ear Training
a. Where and how?

available?
_

-'-------

C.- Music Appreciation
1.- Amount of training
,-------_ ..
2.- In, or outside school
3.- Name of school
.
_
4.- 1;\'"as
a course in Music Appreciation available?_
a. vfuere and how?

_---

------------------------

D.- Music History
1.- Amount of training __~-----------------------2.- In, or outside school
3.- Name of school
4.- Was a course in Mue Lc History available?
a.Where
and how?

E.- Orchestration
1.- Amount of tralning_-;;-2.- In, or outside school
3.- Name of school
4.- Was a course In Orchestratton
a. Where and how?

_
---------available?

---------------------------------

F.- Composition
1. - Amount of training,-:-::-:;-_
2.- In, or outside 8chool
__
3.- Name of 8choo1
4.- Was a course i=n~C~o~m=p~o~s~i~t~i~o~n---a-v-a~i~l-a~b~l-e~?~---a. Where and how?

------------------------------
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v.-

Do you feel that such training as you have received
Theory prior to entering College has been adequate:

in Music

A.- To maintain sufficiently high level in Theory classes to
meet the standards of your school?
1.- To enable you to "keep up" wit,;-h~t-:;-h-e-c-:;l-a-s-s-:?::-2. _ To "keep up" without undue anxiety or tension '?
_

B.- To lend proper aid in understanding
instrument, including
plied study?

c.-

and mastery of your
voice, proportionate to your ap~
-----------------

To realize the fulfilment of a bent or talent for creative work or activities in muslc?~ __~------------------1.- Has your theoretical preparation been commensurate
to your general level of music maturity and development to the degree that it has been able to lend
proper aid in dolng work ln any of the following
fields of music endeavor?
_
a.- Compositlo~n~
___
b.- Orchestration,
___
c.- Arranglng,
o

d.- Conductlng,
e.- Criticism

COMMEN'rs:

___

------------------------------.----------------

~--"----

